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Abstract

We compute numerically exact rovibrational levels of water dimer, with 12 vibrational coordi-

nates, on the accurate CCpol-8sf ab initio flexible monomer potential energy surface[J. Chem. Phys.

137, 014305 (2012)]. It does not have a sum-of-products or multimode form and therefore quadra-

ture in some form must be used. To do the calculation, it is necessary to use an efficient basis set

and to develop computational tools, for evaluating the matrix-vector products required to calculate

the spectrum, that obviate the need to store the potential on a 12D quadrature grid. The basis

functions we use are products of monomer vibrational wavefunctions and standard rigid-monomer

basis functions (which involve products of three Wigner functions). Potential matrix-vector prod-

ucts are evaluated using the F matrix idea previously used to compute rovibrational levels of

5-atom and 6-atom molecules. When the coupling between inter- and intra-monomer coordinates

is weak, this crude adiabatic type basis is efficient (only a few monomer vibrational wavefunctions

are necessary), although the calculation of matrix elements is straightforward. It is much easier

to use than an adiabatic basis. The product structure of the basis is compatible with the product

structure of the kinetic energy operator and this facilitates computation of matrix-vector products.

Compared with the results obtained using a [6+6]D adiabatic approach, we find good agreement

for the inter-molecular levels and larger differences for the intra-molecular water bend levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Both experimentalists, see Refs. 1–12 and papers cited therein and theorists [13–31] have

studied the water dimer for decades. It is a prototypical hydrogen-bonded complex and

hydrogen bonding is important in many biological and chemical processes. The water dimer

itself is thought to play an important role in Earth’s atmosphere. [32] It is also studied

because of the importance of liquid water. Good models for bulk water are built on the

potential energy surface (PES) of water dimer. [29, 33, 34] Several groups have measured

high resolution spectra of the water dimer. Experimental studies are summarized in Ref. 12

and Ref. 11 reports recent inter-monomer levels of (H2O)2 near 500 cm−1. The water dimer

PES has eight equivalent wells and the associated tunneling splittings have been measured

with astonishing accuracy. There are also many calculations of the ro-vibrational spectrum

of the water dimer. [14–23, 25–27] By comparing with experimental spectra, theorists are

able to assess the accuracy of and refine ab initio PESs.

The first calculations were done with rigid monomers, i.e. by fixing the shape of the water

monomers. [14, 17–21] This reduces the number of vibrational degrees of freedom (DOF)

from 12 to 6 which is important because: 1) the size of the basis used to represent wave-

functions scales exponentially with the number of DOF and 2)most computational methods

require storing in memory values of the PES on a grid whose size also scales exponentially

with the number of DOF.[35–38] Rigid monomer calculations are done with a kinetic energy

operator (KEO) derived by Brocks et al.[39] It is written in terms of Euler angles that specify

the orientation of monomer frames with respect to a frame attached to the inter-monomer

Jacobi vector. The basis functions are products of three Wigner functions, one for each of

the monomers and one for overall rotation of the complex. Owing to the fact that even the

rigid-monomer basis is large (for small values of J it has millions of functions), it is advanta-

geous to use an iterative eigensolver. [40–42] Similar rigid-monomer calculations have been

done for other complexes. [43–52]

Tunneling splittings computed with the rigid-monomer KEO and accurate ab initio PESs

agree extremely well with their experimental counterparts,[21] however, it is important to

develop tools that enable one to compute the water dimer spectrum without making the

rigid-monomer approximation. This is important because 1) the best possible refined water
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dimer PES must be obtained from an exact calculation and 2) it is only by doing the 12D

calculation that it will be possible to compute shifts of intra-monomer frequencies. The

best 12D calculations are those of Leforestier et al. who used a [6+6]D adiabatic approach.

[25, 26]. In this adiabatic approach, a 6D “fast” Schroedinger equation is solved for the

intra-monomer coordinates at each point on a grid of inter-monomer “slow” coordinates and

a slow Schroedinger equation, for which the potential is obtained from the lowest eigenvalue

of the fast Schroedinger equation, is solved to obtain the final energy levels. To implement

this strategy, one must neglect terms in the KEO that couple slow and fast coordinates

and introduce additional approximations to deal with slow coordinate dependence that is

introduced into the slow KEO due to the parametric dependence of the fast wavefunctions

on the slow coordinates. It is important to test the accuracy of these approximations.

For water dimer they work well for the lowest energy levels, for other Van der Waals or

hydrogen-bonded complexes they might not. The best way to test the approximations is to

do a numerically exact calculation.

If the rigid-monomer basis has millions of functions, then it is clearly difficult to add six

intra-monomer coordinates and solve the 12D problem. The most obvious intra-monomer

basis functions are products of functions of each of the intra-monomer coordinates. For

example, one might use qA = {R1A, R2A, θA} and qB = {R1B, R2B, θB}, for the coordinates of

monomers A and B, and a basis of products of univariate functions of R1A, R2A, θA, R1B, R2B,

and θB. The most obvious basis functions for the 12D calculation are products of the rigid-

monomer basis functions and one of the univariate intra-monomer functions for each intra-

monomer coordinate. If 10 functions are required for each of the intra-monomer coordinates

then the 12D basis is a factor of 106 larger than the rigid-monomer basis. New ideas are

necessary.

It would be possible to extend the [6+6] adiabatic approach of Leforestier. This could be

done by including the terms he neglects, dealing properly with the coordinate dependence of

the slow KEO, computing non-adiabatic coupling etc, but it would be costly and complicated.

Instead, we use ideas similar to those that made it possible to compute ro-vibrational energy

levels of methane and CH+
5 . The key idea is to replace the adiabatic approximation with

a crude-adiabatic approximation.[41, 53, 54] Solutions of an intra-monomer Schroedinger

equations are used as basis functions for the full problem.[55] It is critical that it be possible
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to compute matrix elements in this basis without storing values of the PES on a 12D grid.

Of course, calculations of this type are impossible without a PES. Due to the impor-

tance of water dimer, there are many high-quality potential energy surfaces. A recent

review[31] provides a good summary. The most accurate rigid monomer (6D) PES is CCpol-

8s PES[21]. The refined SAPT-5st 6D surface[19] is also of high quality and has been studied

extensively[20]. The best 12D PESs are: HBB2[28] and WHBB[29], developed by Bowman

and co-workers; MB-pol[30] developed by Paesani and co-workers; and CCpol-8sf[26, 31] de-

veloped by Szalewicz and co-workers. In this paper we use the CCpol-8sf PES. The primary

reason for using CCpol-8sf PES is that Leforestier and co-workers reported detailed results

obtained by applying the [6+6]D adiabatic approach on that PES. [26] A secondary reason

is that we find the CCpol-8sf PES has no holes within the region covered by our extensive

quadrature grids, but that MB-pol PES[30] does. The [6+6]D results also agree well with

experiment.[26] We note that [6+6]D method has also been applied to the HBB2[27] and

MB-pol[30] surfaces.

In this paper, we extend the method of Ref. 55 and use it to compute ro-vibrational

levels of water dimer. First, we compute inter-monomer levels, for which we expect the

[6+6] adiabatic method of Leforestier to be accurate. Second, we compute some low-lying

intra-molecular levels to obtain frequency shifts. Frequency shifts obtained from the [6+6]

adiabatic method have larger errors than the inter-monomer levels.

II. KINETIC ENERGY OPERATOR

We use the KEO of Brocks et al. [39] The coordinates are,

rotation : α, β

vibration : (R1A, R2A, θA)︸ ︷︷ ︸
qA

, (R1B, R2B, θB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
qB

, (r0, αA, βA, γA, αB, βB, γB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q

. (1)

See Fig. 1. The dashed black (x, y, z) axes (the y axis not shown) are those of a dimer-fixed

(DF) frame obtained by rotating the space-fixed (SF) frame by two Euler angles (α, β). The

blue z axes are those of the monomer-fixed(MF) frames. We use the same MF frame for

H2O as Leforestier et al. [26] The MF z axis is along the bisector of the Radau angle and it

points away from the H atoms. The x axis is in the plane of H2O and the y axis (not shown)
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is perpendicular to the plane of H2O. (αA, βA, γA)/(αB, βB, γB) specify the orientation of

the MF frame of monomer A/B with respect to the DF frame. Note that the rotation of

the dimer is described by the two Euler angles that specify the DF frame. The DF frame is

equivalent to the E2 frame of Gatti and co-workers.[56] In the rest of the paper, (qA,qB) refer

to vibrational coordinates of the monomers A and B, q refers to the vibrational coordinates

of both monomers and Q refers to the inter-monomer coordinates. The PES depends on

only six of the seven Q coordinates. αA can be considered a third rotational coordinate, but

(α, β) by themselves do define a body-fixed frame.

The general KEO of Brocks et al.[39] is

T = TA(qA;pA, j
MF
A ) + TB(qB;pB, j

MF
B ) + Tint(Q;pr0 , jA, jB,J) , (2)

where

TA =
1

2

(
p†
A jMF†

A

) G(qA) σ(qA)

σt(qA) Γ(qA)

 pA

jMF
A

 (3)

and

Tint = − 1

2µ0

∂2

∂r20
+B0(r0)

[
J2 − cot β

∂

∂β
+ (jA + jB)

2 − 2(jA + jB) · J
]
. (4)

The vibrational coordinates and momenta upon which each term depends are indicated

explicitly. TX is a standard triatomic rovibrational KEO for monomer X. It is written

in terms of vibrational coordinates qX and in a MF frame whose orientation is specified

by (αX , βX , γX). The matrices G(qA) and σ(qA) depend on the choice of the vibrational

coordinates. The matrices σ(qA) and Γ(qA) depend on the choice of the MF frame. We

use Radau coordinates[57] and the bisector MF frame (called f = 1 in Refs. 26, 58). In this

paper, we shall write

TA = TA
v + TA

r + TA
Cori

TA
v =

1

2
p†
AG(qA)pA

TA
r =

1

2
jMF†
A Γ(qA)j

MF
A

TA
Cori =

1

2

[
jMF†
A σt(qA)pA + p†

Aσ(qA)j
MF
A

]
(5)

Tint includes all the inter-molecular terms and it depends on Q.

Components of all the angular momentum operators in Tint are projected onto the DF

frame. J is the total angular momentum, and j = jA + jB the sum of the angular momenta
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of monomers A and B. In contrast, components of angular momentum operators in TA and

TB are projected onto the MF frames. Therefore, jX in Tint and jMF
X in TX are monomer

angular momenta projected onto different frames and have different analytical expressions

in terms of (αX , βX , γX)[59]. They are both functions of Q. The KEO is described in more

detail in many papers, e.g. Ref. 26, 39, 55.

III. BASIS FUNCTIONS

Each of our basis functions is[
ϕv(qA,qB)

][
fα0(r0)u

JMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K(αA, βA, γA, αB, βB, γB;α, β)

]
, (6)

where ϕv(qA,qB) = ϕA
vA
(qA)ϕ

B
vB
(qB) is a product of monomer vibrational wavefunctions

(MVW) for the two monomers, fα0(r0) is a discrete variable representation (DVR) func-

tion for the inter-monomer separation distance r0, and uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K is a rigid-monomer

parity-adapted rovibrational basis function defined in Eq. (A6) in appendix A. There is a

constraint on the basis function indices: K ≡ mA +mB. Due to this constraint, none of the

matrix elements are singular[39, 55], and matrix elements of the operators J2 − cot β ∂
∂β

and

J± act on |jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JK⟩ basis functions (see Appendix A) as if they were standard

body-fixed angular momentum operators. Because of the constraint, either mA or mB is

not an independent label. We have chosen mA and K to be the independent labels. In

this paper, a composite label L ≡ (α0, jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM ;P ) is often used. |L⟩ will

represent the second factor in the basis function of Eq. (6).

The MVW ϕX
vX
(qX) is the solution of a 3D Hamiltonian for monomer X (X = A,B),

HX = TX
v + V X

ref(qX) (7)

with the energy EX
vX
,

HXϕX
vX
(qX) = EX

vX
ϕX
vX
(qX) . (8)

The 3D reference Hamiltonian HX is specified by choosing a 3D reference potential for

monomer X. One might choose V A
ref(qA) = V (qA,q

eq
B ,Qeq), where qeq

B and Qeq are equilib-

rium values. Another option is V A
ref(qA) = V (qA,qB(qA),Q(qA)), where qB(qA) and Q(qA)

are values that minimize the potential. In this paper, V X
ref(qX) is the potential of an isolated

monomer.
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The key difference between our basis and the basis of Leforestier et al. [26] is that our |v⟩

do not depend on Q. Leforestier et al. use only a single fast basis function, but it is different

for different Q. The most obvious disadvantage of the adiabatic approach is the need to

compute solutions to the fast Schroedinger equation for many values of Q. For water dimer,

one needs about a million values of Q. These are the quadrature points used to solve the

slow Schroedinger equation. In principle, it is possible to use more than one fast adiabatic

basis function to compute exact 12D wavefunctions. If non-adiabatic coupling is weak then

one expects that fewer adiabatic basis functions than MVW will be required. However: 1) It

is difficult to deal with terms in the KEO that have both slow and fast momentum operators

(Leforestier et al. neglect them). They are larger if an axis of the MF frame is not along

the bisector. [25] 2) Non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements are costly to compute. 3) The

Q dependence of the fast wavefunctions introduces additional Q dependence into the KEO

of the slow Schroedinger equation, which increases the cost of solving it. More precisely, in

the adiabatic treatment, matrix elements, Γ̄A
v,v(Q) = ⟨ϕv(qA,qB;Q)|Γ(qA)|ϕv(qA,qB;Q)⟩,

obtained after integrating over the fast coordinates are dependent on the slow coordinates

Q. The corresponding term in the slow kinetic matrix is

1

2
⟨L′|jMF†

A Γ̄A
v,v(Q) jMF

A |L⟩ . (9)

Γ̄A
v,v(Q) is like a coordinate-dependent G matrix element[60] and to deal with it one must

use quadrature. In our method, ⟨ϕv′(qA)|Γ(qA)|ϕv(qA)⟩ is a constant. Despite these disad-

vantages, for the purpose of calculating the lowest levels, the adiabatic approach is excellent.

However, as the density of states increases, coupling becomes more important and the ap-

proximations of Leforestier et al. become more severe.

Although a single MVW is not sufficient, matrix elements in the |vL⟩ basis are easy to

compute. To derive equations for the matrix elements, we carve monomer Hamiltonians HA

and HB out of the full Hamiltonian,

H = HA +HB +∆V (qA,qB,Q) + Tint + TA
r + TA

Cori + TB
r + TB

Cori , (10)

where

∆V (qA,qB,Q) = V (qA,qB,Q)− V A
ref(qA)− V B

ref(qB) . (11)

In the |v⟩ basis, matrix elements of HA +HB are trivial and one finds,
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⟨v′|H|v⟩ =
1

2
jMF†
A ⟨v′|ΓA|v⟩jMF

A +
1

2
jMF†
A ⟨v′|σt

ApA|v⟩+
1

2
⟨v′|p†

AσA|v⟩jMF
A

+
1

2
jMF†
B ⟨v′|ΓB|v⟩jMF

B +
1

2
jMF†
B ⟨v′|σt

BpB|v⟩+
1

2
⟨v′|p†

BσB|v⟩jMF
B

+ Tintδv′,v + ⟨v′|∆V (qA,qB,Q)|v⟩+ (EA
vA

+ EB
vB
)δv′,v . (12)

Each of the ⟨· · · ⟩ matrix elements on the right hand side is an operator that depends on

Q, α, β. Elements of the full Hamiltonian matrix are ⟨L′|⟨v′|H|v⟩|L⟩.

With the exception of the potential, all of the terms in the Hamiltonian are products

of operators that depend on Q and/or α, β and operators that depend on q and therefore

their matrix elements are themselves products, e.g., ⟨L′|((jMF†
A )x)

2|L⟩⟨v′|ΓA
xx|v⟩. The |vL⟩

product basis and the factorizable operator have compatible structure. Tint is independent

of q and hence diagonal in the |v⟩ basis. Tennyson and co-workers[22, 23] use a single |v⟩.

In that case, one can pre-compute and store the ⟨v′| · · · |v⟩ matrix elements and the kinetic

energy matrix elements are the same as those required for a rigid-monomer calculation. The

most difficult term is ∆V . In our basis, its matrix elements are, ∆Vv′L′,vL = ⟨v′L′|∆V |vL⟩.

To evaluate the corresponding matrix-vector products we shall use the F matrix idea. [53, 54]

It is crucial because it obviates the need to compute ∆V and reduces the cost of the matrix-

vector products. The F matrix is discussed in detail in sections V and VI. Overall, although

it is necessary to use more than one MVW, it is certainly a wise choice because matrix

elements in the |v⟩|L⟩ basis are easily computed.

IV. SYMMETRY OF THE BASIS FUNCTIONS

It is useful to exploit symmetry for two reasons. First, it can be used to reduce the

number of matrix-vector products required to compute converged energy levels and the size

of the vectors one must store. Second, having symmetry labels helps us to understand

the energy levels. The lowest energy levels of water dimer are computed with a symmetry

adapted Lanczos (SAL) method without re-orthogonalization of the Lanczos vectors. [61, 62]

Some higher levels are computed with ARPACK. [63] In the SAL calculation, the size of the

vectors is not reduced by exploiting symmetry, but the number of required matrix-vector

products is reduced. In the ARPACK calculation, symmetry is used to decrease the number
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of matrix-vector products and the size of the vectors. Symmetry is used differently in these

two calculations, but in both cases we use projection operators.

The projection operators are linear combinations of group operations. The full PI group

of (H2O)2 is G16 = {E,Pab} ⊗ G8, where G8 = G4 ⊗ G2, G4 = {E, (12)} ⊗ {E, (34)},

and G2 = {E,E∗}. To use the projection operators, we must determine how the group

operations affect the parity-adapted basis functions, |vAvB⟩uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K . To do this, we

first determine the effect of E∗, (12), (34) and Pab on the non-parity-adapted rigid-monomer

basis functions. It is summarized in Eqs. A2 to A5 (in Appendix A). From them, we

them derive the effect of the same operations on the parity-adapted rigid-monomer basis

functions. It is summarized in Eqs. A11 to A14. The effect of Pab on the rigid-monomer

parity-adapted basis functions is complicated by the constraint on the basis indices. See

Eq. (A14) of appendix A. The effect of the operations on the 12D basis functions is more

complicated because |vAvB⟩ is also affected by the symmetry operations. Take (12) as an

example. The monomer A vibrational wavefunction is either symmetric or anti-symmetric

when acted upon by (12)

(12)|vAvB⟩ = s(vA)|vAvB⟩ , (13)

where the prefactor s(vA) = 1 or -1. Using Eq. (13), Eq. (A11), Eq. (A12), Eq. (A13) and

Eq. (A14), the effect of symmetry operations on the 12D parity-adapted basis functions is

determined,

E∗|vAvB⟩uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)P |vAvB⟩uJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (14)

(12)|vAvB⟩uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = s(vA)(−1)kA|vAvB⟩uJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (15)

(34)|vAvB⟩uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = s(vB)(−1)kB |vAvB⟩uJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (16)

and

Pab|vAvB⟩uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)jA+kA+jB+kB+P |vBvA⟩uJMP

jB k̄BmB ;jAk̄AmA;K

( if K > 0 or mA = K = 0 and kB < 0)

= (−1)J+jA+jB |vBvA⟩uJMP
jBkBm̄B ;jAkAm̄A;0

( otherwise ) . (17)

The effect of the symmetry operations is more complicated in the parity-adapted case. How-

ever, it is worth the effort because it reduces the Lanczos vector length by a factor of two.
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Projection operators for each operation in G16 are made using the character table given

by Dyke[13] (but we, as explained in Ref. 64, use A/B not for (ab)(1324) but for (ab)(13)(24),

which is equivalent to Pab, used in this paper). For projection operators for 2D representa-

tions, PEa and PEb , one needs 2 ×2 matrices representing the operators and we use those

from Table C.10 of the book by Cornwall[65]. The G8 projection operators are defined in

Table I. They are the same as those given in Table 9 of Ref. 20, except we give PEb explicitly;

it is the same as PabP
Ea , given in Ref. 20.

In the SAL calculation we use the parity-adapted basis of Appendix A. Separate calcu-

lations are done for each parity using the G16 projection operators. The size of the Lanczos

vectors is the number of parity-adapted basis functions. For each parity, the A1, A2, B1, B2,

and E state are computed simultaneously.

To calculate frequency shifts we need levels (and their corresponding wavefunctions) high

enough in the spectrum that it is costly to compute them without re-orthogonalization

because of the large number of eigenvalue copies. Instead, we use ARPACK, which is a

restarted Arnoldi method.[63] To do so, we must store many (more than the number of

desired levels) vectors in memory. For the ARPACK calculations we therefore use a G16

symmetry-adapted basis. The Arnoldi vectors are represented in a symmetry-adapted basis

and energy levels are computed separately for each symmetry. For example, the A+
1 G16

symmetry-adapted basis is about 8 times smaller than the parity-adapted basis used in the

SAL calculation. This savings of a factor of 8 is significant because thousands of vectors

must be stored when using ARPACK. We typically store 10-20% more Arnoldi vectors than

the number of levels we compute. Owing to the fact that the symmetry-adapted basis

functions are linear combinations of the parity-adapted functions, matrix-vector products

in the symmetry-adapted basis would be costly. Rather than doing matrix-vector products

directly in the symmetry-adapted basis, we transform Arnoldi vectors from the symmetry-

adapted basis to the parity-adapted basis, which we call unpacking, evaluate the matrix-

vector product in the parity-adapted basis and then transform back to the symmetry-adapted

basis, which we call packing. The matrix-vector product in the parity-adapted basis is

efficient, due to its product structure. To do the packing and unpacking, one needs to

establish a mapping between elements of a G16 symmetry-adapted (SA) vector and elements

of a parity-adapted vector. This is easily done once one has expressions for the G16 basis
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functions.

The G16 basis functions can of course be obtained by applying G16 projection operators

to the PA basis functions. It is useful to think about doing this in steps. In the first step,

G8 functions are obtained by applying the G4 projection operators of Table II to the PA

functions. The labels of the G8 basis functions are: A±
1 + B±

1 , A
±
2 + B±

2 , E
±
a , and E±

b .

One finds that each PA basis function is also a G8 function. For example, the A±
1 + B±

1 G8

functions are the PA functions in the top set of four functions in Table II. For non-degenerate

basis functions, there is a second step in which (E ± Pab) is applied to the G8 functions to

find G16 functions.

In the rigid-monomer case, there would be only a single entry in the rightmost column of

Table II for each projection operator. If the monomers are non-rigid there are four. In the

rigid monomer case, a A1 + B1 function, that is symmetric under (12) and (34), must have

(kA, kB) = (even, even). In the non-rigid case, there are (even, even), (odd, odd), (even, odd)

and (odd, even) functions, each of which is paired with different MVW, as shown in the first

4 lines of Table II.

As an example, we illustrate the process of obtaining G16 symmetry-adapted functions

by applying projection operators to a PA function,

|vBAvBB⟩|uJ00
jAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K , (18)

with K > 0 and P = 0 where the superscript B denotes a H2O MVW anti-symmetric under

H-H permutation (and in Table II the superscript A denotes symmetric H2O MVWs) and

the superscript odd implies that kA or kB is odd (and in Table II the superscript even implies

that kA or kB is even). The PA functions of Eq. (18) are themselves G8 symmetry-adapted

functions. This is shown by applying the projection operator PA1+B1 to the PA basis function

and using Eq. (15) and Eq. (16). The A+
1 +B+

1 G8 function is written,

|vBAvBB , L, A+
1 +B+

1 ⟩ = |vBAvBB⟩|uJ00
jAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K , (19)

where on the left-hand side, the composite quantum number L ≡

(α0, jAk
odd
A mA; jBk

odd
B mB; JKM ;P ), as previously defined. To make G16 symmetry-

adapted functions, we operate with (E ± Pab) on Eq. (19) and obtain A+
1 and B+

1 functions.

According to Eq. (17) the effect of Pab on a PA basis function depends on values of the
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labels. For this example, because we have assumed K > 0, we have the first case of Eq. (17)

and therefore the G16 A+
1 and B+

1 functions are

|vBAvBB , L, A+
1 ⟩ =

1√
2

[
|vBAvBB⟩|uJ00

jAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K + (−1)jA+kA+jB+kB |vBBvBA⟩|uJ00
jB k̄oddB mB ;jAk̄oddA mA;K

]
|vBAvBB , L,B+

1 ⟩ =
1√
2

[
|vBAvBB⟩|uJ00

jAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K − (−1)jA+kA+jB+kB |vBBvBA⟩|uJ00
jB k̄oddB mB ;jAk̄oddA mA;K

]
.

(20)

Note that if vBA = vBB and kodd
A = kodd

B , one of the two functions in Eq. (20) vanishes and the

surviving function’s normalization constant must be changed from 1/
√
2 to 1/2.

The example shows how to make A+
1 and B+

1 G16 functions from parity-adapted functions

of the form of Eq. (18). From parity-adapted basis functions with other combinations of

(vA, vB) and (kA, kB), there are 16 types given in the the last column of Table II, one makes

different G16 symmetry-adapted functions. Note that only a single G16 function is made

from each of the last eight PA functions in the right column of Table II, because the G16

projection operators for E±
a and E±

b do not involve Pab. Looping through all of types of

parity-adapted basis functions in the right column of Table II, one generates a complete set

of G16 functions.

Now that we have equations for the G16 symmetry-adapted basis functions it is possible

to establish the mapping that is required for packing and unpacking. To unpack a vector, we

loop through components of the G16 vector place them into the appropriate components of

a PA vector. The indices of the appropriate components are pre-stored in the mapping. For

the example of the previous paragraph, the appropriate components are those on the right

side of Eq. (20). All other elements of the PA vector are zero. To pack a vector, one again

loops through components of the G16 vector, but obtains them from values of the appropriate

components of the PA vector. The indices of the appropriate components are pre-stored in

the mapping. For the example of the previous paragraph, the appropriate components are

those on the right side of Eq. (20).

It is only possible to make a G16 symmetry-adapted basis because the MVWs are iso-

lated monomer wavefunctions. This is important because it is essential that the MVWs of

monomers A and B be identical, so that they can be permuted, and essential that the MVWs

have A/B symmetry. If the reference configuration for the MVWs were at the equilibrium

geometry, then the 12D basis functions would not be invariant under all the G16 operations,
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and one would be forced to work with a subgroup of G16.

V. USING THE F MATRIX METHOD TO OBVIATE STORING ∆V

The simplest way to evaluate matrix-vector products with ⟨v′A, v′B, L′|∆V |vA, vB, L⟩ re-

quires computing 12D integrals using quadrature and a grid that is a direct product of a 3D

grid for |vA⟩, a 3D grid for |vB⟩, and a 6D grid for |L⟩. Storing ∆V on a 12D grid is too

costly. Instead, we use the F matrix idea. [53, 66–68].

The complete potential integral is

I = ⟨v′Av′BL′|∆V (qA,qB,Q)|vA, vB, L⟩

= ⟨fα′
0
uJ ′MP
j′Ak′Am′

A;j′Bk′Bm′
B ;K′|V̄v′A,v′B ,vA,vB(Q)|fα0u

JMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K⟩ δα′

0,α0
δJ ′,JδK′,K , (21)

where the second line is obtained by doing the integrals over the fast monomer coordinates

qA and qB and defining

V̄v′A,v′B ,vA,vB(Q) = ⟨v′Av′B|∆V (qA,qB,Q)|vAvB⟩ . (22)

V̄vA,vB ,vA,vB(Q) is also used in Ref. 22. If V̄v′A,v′B ,vA,vB(Q) is replaced with the 6D potential

obtained by starting with the 12D PES and setting qA,qB to reference values, then I in

Eq. (21) is exactly the integral one must compute to do a rigid-monomer calculation. In

appendix B, we explain in detail how to do matrix-vectors products in this case.

If one evaluates V̄vA,vB ,vA,vB(Q) of Eq. (22) on the 6D quadrature grid Qβ of the slow

coordinates, one obtains the F matrix,

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β = ⟨v′Av′B|∆V (qA,qB, Qβ)|vAvB⟩ . (23)

This F matrix is similar to the F matrices used in other contracted basis calculations for

H2O2[53, 69], CH4[67], CH
+
5 [68]. All these F matrices have indices that label eigenfunctions

of a Hamiltonian that depends on a subset of the coordinates (here v′A, v
′
B, vA, vB) and an

index that labels a point for the remaining coordinates (here β). β is a composite index that

indicates values of α0, αA − αB, βA, βB, γA, γB. There are two important differences between

the F matrices used previously and the F matrix of this paper. First, in previous papers

the point index labelled a DVR basis function, and in this paper the point index labels a
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DVR function for the inter-monomer coordinate and a quadrature point for the other Q

coordinates. Second, whereas in previous papers the point index was for fast coordinates

and the eigenfunction indices were for slow coordinates, in this paper the point index is for

slow coordinates and the eigenfunction indices are for fast coordinates.

A matrix-vector product with I in Eq. (21) can be written (for a given α0, which is omitted

for brevity)

x′
v′A,v′B ;j′Ak′Am′

A;j′Bk′Bm′
B ;K =

∑
vA,vB

∑
p1,p2

T
m′

A,k′A
j′A,p1

T
m′

B ,k′B
j′B ,p2

∑
kAmA;kBmB ;K

× I
v′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;p1,p2
m′

Am′
Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB

∑
jAjB

TmA,kA
jA,p1

TmB ,kB
jB ,p2

xvA,vB ;jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K , (24)

where p1 and p2 label quadrature points for polar angles βA and βB. I
v′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;p1,p2
m′

Am′
Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB

in

the middle is a 9D integral obtained from Eq. (21) by omitting the djAmAkA
(see Appendix A)

functions and integrating over qA, qB, and three dihedral angles. The three dihedral angles

are: α̃ = αA − αB, γA and γB. Evaluation of the integral is discussed in detail in Appendix

B. In the appendix, the v′A, v
′
B, vA, vB superscripts are not there because the same integral

is discussed for a rigid-monomer calculation. There are three ways of determining how E∗

affects αA/B, βA/B, and γA/B. In this paper we use case II of Ref. 55. It is therefore possible to

use equations similar to those in Refs. 70–72 for methane to compute I
v′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;p1,p2
m′

Am′
Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB

.

In methane there are two dihedral-like angles and in water dimer there are three. After

evaluating the sums over jA and jB and denoting the result umAkAkB (other indices are

omitted, mB is replaced with K −mA, and the potential integral is diagonal in K) we use

FFTs to calculate

u′
m′

Ak′Ak′B
=

∑
vA,vB

iFFT(q1, q2, q3;m
′
Ak

′
Ak

′
B)Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;βFFT(mAkAkB; q1, q2, q3)umAkAkB , (25)

where q1, q2, q3 label quadrature points for α̃, γA, and γB and β represents p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, α0.

FFT and iFFT are a FFT and an inverse FFT. This equation is closely related to Eq. 24 of

Ref. 72, but the FFT is now 3D rather than 2D. The FFTs are done differently depending

on whether K = 0 or K ̸= 0 and depending on the value of (−1)J+P . The different cases can

be obtained from equations B11, B13, B15 for I in appendix B by replacing Vq1,q2,q3 which

is the potential evaluated at a α̃, γA, and γB quadrature point, with Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β. From

u′
m′

Ak′Ak′B
we compute x′

v′A,v′B ;j′Ak′Am′
A;j′Bk′Bm′

B ;K by summing over p1 and p2 and vA and vB. To
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simplify the equations in the rest of the paper, we combine Tmw,kw
jw,pw

, w = A,B and the 3D

FFT in Eq. (24) and Eq. (25) into a single transformation matrix which is

TjAkAmA,jBkBmB ,β = FFT(mAkAkB; q1, q2, q3)T
mA,kA
jA,p1

TmB ,kB
jB ,p2

. (26)

Its inverse is

T −1
β,jAkAmA,jBkBmB

= TmA,kA
jA,p1

TmB ,kB
jB ,p2

.iFFT(q1, q2, q3;mAkAkB) (27)

T transforms a vector labelled by basis indices (jAkAmA, jBkBmB;K) to a vector labelled

by a point, β. T −1 does the reverse transform.

We do not actually compute I in Eq. (21). To use either the Lanczos or the Arnoldi

algorithm, it is only necessary to evaluate matrix-vector products. Ro-vibrational spectra

have been computed with iterative algorithms for many years. [26, 73–78] The ∆V matrix-

vector product in the contracted basis is computed in three steps,

yvA,vB ,β =
∑

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K

TjAkAmA,jBkBmB ,βxvA,vB ,jAkAmA,jBkBmB ;K

y′v′A,v′B ,β =
∑
vA,vB

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;βyvA,vB ,β

x′
v′A,v′B ,j′Ak′Am′

A,j′Bk′Bm′
B ;K =

∑
β

T −1
β,j′Ak′Am′

A,j′Bk′Bm′
B
y′v′A,v′B ,β . (28)

The first and third steps are the same as in a 6D rigid-monomer calculation. The second

step would be same if Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β were replaced by the potential evaluated at a quadrature

point, Vβ, and the sums over vA and vB were removed.

VI. COMPUTING THE F MATRIX

We use a pruned 3D DVR basis, ξX , to compute |vX⟩, eigenstates of the 3D monomer

vibrational Hamiltonian HX defined in Eq. (7). We retain DVR functions peaked at points

at which the PES is less than a threshold value. Elements of the matrix of eigenvectors of

the DVR representation of HX are ⟨ξX |vX⟩. ξX is a collective label for a 3D DVR function

in the pruned basis. To compute F we insert a complete set of DVR states into the middle

of Eq. (23)

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β =
∑
ξA,ξB

⟨ξA|v′A⟩∗⟨ξB|v′B⟩∗∆V (qξA , qξB ;Qβ)⟨ξA|vA⟩⟨ξB|vB⟩ . (29)
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Evaluating this sum as it is written requires N2
vA
N2

vB
NξANξBNβ multiplications. It is more

efficient to do it in two steps:

Xv′A,vA,ξB ,β =
∑
ξA

⟨ξA|v′A⟩∗∆V (qξA , qξB ;Qβ)⟨ξA|vA⟩ (30)

and

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β =
∑
ξB

⟨ξB|v′B⟩∗⟨ξB|vB⟩Xv′A,vA,ξB ,β . (31)

The cost of steps one and two is N2
vA
NξANξBNβ and N2

vA
N2

vB
NξBNβ, respectively. Compared

to the cost of the direct computation, they are cheaper by factors of N2
vB

and NξA . Because

we expect N2
vB

< NξA , the cost of the second step should be smaller than that of the first

step.

The memory cost of the entire calculation is dominated by the need to store the F matrix.

It is therefore important to reduce its size, without degrading the quality of calculated levels.

We reduce its size by constraining indices vA and vB so that EA
vA

+ EB
vB

is less than a cut-off

value, Ecut = 3800 cm−1. We start with the direct product |vA, vB⟩ basis made from the five

monomer functions |vX⟩ for which EX
vX

≤ Ecut. After removing the product functions whose

energy is greater than Ecut = 3800 cm−1, the resulting pruned basis has only 10 functions,

compared with 25 functions if the basis is not pruned. Using the pruned basis therefore

reduces the size of the F matrix by a factor of 6.25.

VII. METHODS TO MAKE THE CALCULATION MORE EFFICIENT

In this section, we discuss three methods to make the calculation more efficient. They

reduce the cost of computing and storing the F matrix which is the most expensive part

of the calculation. The methods in the first and third sub-sections reduce the number of Q

points and hence the size of the F matrix. In the second sub-section, we present ideas that

make it possible to obtain all F matrix elements from a symmetry-unique set of F matrix

elements.
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A. Optimization of the 6D basis functions for the rigid monomer calculation

The number of Q points (β) is a product of the number of DVR functions for r0 and the

number of quadrature points required for the αA − αB, βA, βB, γA, γB coordinates. We use

Gauss Legendre points for polar angles βA and βB and Fourier points for dihedral angles

with the first point at zero. The required number of Gauss Legendre point Nθ and Fourier

points Nϕ is determined by the maximum values of (jA, jB), (mA,mB), (kA, kB) which are

jmax, mx and kx, respectively. Assuming jmax = mx = kx, we choose Nθ ≥ jmax + 1 and

Nϕ ≥ 2jmax + 1. Nϕ may also be chosen to increase the the efficiency of the FFT[71]. See

Table III. We can reduce the number of Q points by optimising the DVR for r0. It is

common to use a potential-optimized DVR. [79, 80] In this paper we have, instead, used a

tri-diagonal Morse(TDM) DVR basis.[79] It is smaller than the PODVR basis of equivalent

accuracy. The TDM basis and the selection of its parameters is discussed in section VIIIA.

B. Use symmetry to compute only the unique F matrix elements

There are simple relations among F matrix elements that make it possible to avoid com-

puting and storing all of them. They are due to symmetry. When a symmetry operator,

Ô, is applied to Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β it is unchanged. In general, a symmetry operator will affect

both q and Q coordinates. We shall indicate coordinate values after application of a sym-

metry operator with a superscript. For example, the (12) operation changes the coordinates

(qA,qB;Qβ) to (q
(12)
A ,qB;Qβ(12)). Of course,

(12)∆V (qA,qB;Qβ) = ∆V (q
(12)
A ,qB;Qβ(12)) . (32)

From Eq. (13) and Eq. (32), one finds that F matrix elements for the two slow points Qβ

and Qβ(12) are linked,

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β = s(v′A)s(vA)Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β(12) . (33)
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This means that if we compute and store the LHS we can obtain Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β(12) for free. In

the same manner, we find,

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β = s(v′B)s(vB)Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β(34)

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β = Fv′B ,v′A,vB ,vA;βPab

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β = Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;βE∗ . (34)

In this paper, we use the parity-adapted basis and therefore only have points with γB to

[0, π]. This reduces the size of the β grid by a factor of two. In addition, by using equations

like Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), it is only necessary to compute one quarter of the Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β.

Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β in three of the four quadrants in the γA α̃ plane are obtained, for free, from those

in the remaining quadrant by using the three operators (12), (34)∗, and (12)(34)∗. Equations

like those of Eq. (34), but for (12), (34)∗, and (12)(34)∗, can easily be obtained from them. We

could also utilize Pab symmetry to reduce the the number of F matrix elements by another

factor of two but choose not to, for simplicity. The reason we choose (12), (34)∗, and (12)(34)∗

is that the corresponding points, β(12), β(34)∗ , and β(12)(34)∗ are all on the slow grid used in the

calculation. For some operators βÔ is not on the grid because we use the parity-adapted basis.

From (12), (34)∗, and (12)(34)∗ it is possible to obtain Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β for which β corresponds

to a point with (γB, γA, αA − αB) in ([0, π], [0, 2π], [0, 2π]) from Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β for which β

corresponds to a point with (γB, γA, αA − αB) in ([0, π], [0, π], [0, π]). Table IV shows how

coordinates are affected by symmetry operations. Using it, one can verify that (12), (34)∗,

and (12)(34)∗ keep γB in [0, π]. Similar ideas are also used to decrease the number of stored

potential values for the 6D calculation, but the memory reduction is much less important.

It was mentioned in Ref. 25 that it is possible to store only non-symmetry-equivalent grid

points in a rigid monomer computation, but no details were given. For H2O-D2O, we would

use only the symmetry operation (12). The range of (γB, γA, αA − αB) for which F matrix

elements are computed would be ([0, π], [0, π], [0, 2π]). F matrix elements in the full range

of γA could be recovered by using (12).
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C. Use a ceiling value to prune the quadrature points for the slow coordinates Q

In the 6D calculation, we use the common idea of replacing the potential, where it is larger

than a threshold value, by a ceiling value. [81] [18, 53] We denote this modified potential

Ṽ 6D(Q). It is assumed that wavefunctions on the original potential V 6D(Q) and on the

modified potential Ṽ 6D(Q) are almost identical. When evaluating integrals by quadrature,

all points for which Ṽ 6D(Q) returns the ceiling value can be omitted. One way to understand

the ceiling idea is to replace ⟨L′|Ṽ 6D(Q)|L⟩ with ⟨L′|Ṽ 6D(Q)− Vceil|L⟩ + Vceil and then it is

clear that the integrand is zero at ceiling points.

An idea similar to the ceiling idea of the previous paragraph can be used to obviate

calculating and storing Fv′A,v′B ,vA,vB ;β when V 6D
ref (Q) = V(qref

A ,qref
B ,Qβ) is larger than a

ceiling value. It saves a significant amount of computer time and memory. V 6D
ref retains the

full G16 symmetry. The 12D potential integral as given in Eq. (21) is

I = ⟨v′, L′|∆V (qA,qB,Q)|v, L⟩ =
∑
β

⟨L′|β⟩Fv′,v,β⟨β|L⟩ . (35)

To reject points, we define V 6D
ref (Q) = V (qref

A ,qref
B ,Q), where qrefX (X = A,B) is the equilib-

rium value of qX for an isolated monomer. One could use V 6D
ref (Q) with a KEO that is a sum

of Tint +TA
r +TB

r to compute a set of inter-monomer wavefunctions. Modifying V 6D
ref (Q), by

introducing a ceiling, as explained in the previous paragraph, one can argue that quadrature

points on the ceiling are not necessary. We assume points that are not necessary for this

inter-monomer calculation are also not necessary for the 12D calculation. We divide the full

point set into two groups: points for which V 6D
ref (Q) is less than the ceiling (β′) and points

for which V 6D
ref (Q) is greater than the ceiling (β′′),

I =
∑
β′

⟨L′|β′⟩Fv′,v,β′⟨β′|L⟩+
∑
β′′

⟨L′|β′′⟩Fv′,v,β′′⟨β′′|L⟩ . (36)

If β′′ points can be omitted, then in second term ∆V can be replaced with the constant Vceil

and one obtains

I =
∑
β′

⟨L′|β′⟩Fv′,v,β′⟨β′|L⟩+
∑
β′′

⟨L′|β′′⟩Vceilδv′,v⟨β′′|L⟩ . (37)

Now add and subtract
∑

β′ Vceilδv′,v to obtain

I =
∑
β′

⟨L′|β′⟩ (Fv′,v,β′ − Vceilδv′,v) ⟨β′|L⟩+ Vceilδv′,vδL′,L (38)
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Analogous to the use of ceiling for potential integral, the diagonal F matrix elements are

shifted and only F matrix elements for Qβ points for which V 6D
ref (Q) is less than the ceiling

value are needed in the summation (over β′). This reduces the number of F matrix elements

which must be computed.

An F matrix was used first to compute vibrational levels of CH4[67] and CH+
5 [68] in a

|bs⟩ basis, where |b⟩ is a bend contracted basis and |s⟩ is a stretch contracted basis. In that

case,

⟨b′s′|∆V (θ, r)|bs⟩ =
∑
α

⟨s′|α⟩Fb′,b,α⟨α|s⟩ . (39)

In those papers, α labels a function in the DVR basis used to compute |s⟩ and the number

of F matrix elements that must be computed and stored is reduced by discarding DVR

functions and therefore F matrix elements. The discarded DVR functions are not required

for computing |s⟩. In this paper we do not discard; instead we use the ceiling idea.

VIII. CALCULATION DETAILS

A. Potential

The CCpol-8sf[26] PES used in this study was downloaded form the supporting informa-

tion of Ref. 31. Ref. 31 discussed several PESs (see its Table 3) and renamed CCpol-8sf as

CCpol-8sfIR[2012]. There are different versions of the CCpol-8sf PES for different choices

of the monomer-fixed frame. One version is used with Radau coordinates for the monomers

and the so-called f = 1 embedding (a bisector embedding based on Radau vectors). Another

version is used with the Eckart frame. We choose the former embedding as does Ref. 26.

The coordinates and energy for the equilibrium structure are given in Fig. 1.

B. 6D rigid-monomer basis optimization and 6D energy levels

As discussed in section VIIA, an optimised 6D basis for the rigid monomer calculation

has the important benefit that it is necessary to compute F matrix elements for fewer Qβ

points. We optimize the 6D basis by choosing the best possible DVR basis for r0, which

is discussed in this subsection. Using the most accurate CCpol-8s 6D PES[21], we first did
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benchmark calculations with a large number of sine DVR points (120)[82–84] between 4.2

and 10.0 Bohr and a large bend basis defined by jx = 12, Nθ = 16 and Nϕ = 32. Nθ and Nϕ

are numbers of quadrature points for the θ-type and ϕ-type angles. This benchmark basis

has 24 million functions for J = 0 even parity. Against this benchmark basis results, we

tested PODVR bases using a cut reference potential and tri-diagonal Morse (TDM) DVR

bases. A PODVR is often a good choice, however, for the 6D water dimer calculations a

TDM basis is better. The three TDM parameters, De, ω, and re, are varied to find the

best 6D E+ levels. The final TDM DVR basis parameters are: De = 1785 cm−1, ω = 145

cm−1, and re = 5.504 Bohr. A fourth TDM DVR basis parameter α depends on the other

parameters (α appears in the associated Laguerre polynomial Lα
n). As discussed in Ref. 47,

we follow Wei and Carrington’s choice[79] and set, α = A−2Nr0 , with A = 4De/ωe = 44.35.

This ensures that the first Nr0 bound states of the Morse Hamiltonian (the number of bound

states of the Morse Hamiltonian is [A/2] = 22, which is much larger than Nr0) are exactly

reproduced by the TDM basis. Compared to the E+ J = 0 benchmark levels, a TDM DVR

basis with Nr0 = 7 functions performs as well as a PODVR basis with Nr0 = 9 functions and

the errors are smaller than 0.01 cm−1 up to 150 cm−1, compared to the benchmark levels.

See Table V. Thus, the TDM F matrix is 22 % smaller than its PODVR counterpart.

The 6D calculation is not the focus of this paper, however, in the Supplementary Material

(SM), Tables V, VI, and VII we present the J = 0, 1, and 2 6D levels computed with a basis

defined by jx = 14, Nθ = 15 and Nϕ = 30 and Nr0 = 9 PODVR points. These levels are

converged to within 0.001 cm−1 for levels up to 150 cm−1. Because the bend basis is larger,

the 6D levels in the SM are even more accurate than than those of Table V. The accuracy is

confirmed by comparing with levels computed with the same bend basis but 120 sine DVR

basis. This benchmark basis has 49 million functions for J = 0, even parity.

There are two previous calculations on CCpol-8s 6D PES[21, 26]. Although neither paper

reports levels directly, we believe our levels are better converged. A comparison of 6D K = 0

and K = 1 fork origins and interchange tunneling splittings, both of which are derived from

levels, is shown in SM Table VIII. Our ZPE −1094.23 cm−1 is smaller than -1093.54 cm−1

computed in Ref. 21 and -1094 cm−1 computed (6D) in Ref. 26.

In the 6D calculation, the masses are mH = 1.007825035 and mO = 15.99491463 in atomic

mass units. The rotational constants for rigid H2O are A = 27.8806, B= 14.5216 and C =
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9.2778cm−1, taken from Ref. 19. The same masses are used in the 12D calculations.

C. 12D convergence tests and cost of calculations

We have tested the convergence of the levels with respect to the three most important

convergence parameters: (i) the ceiling value; (ii) the size of the 6D inter-monomer basis;

(iii) Nv, the size of the MVW basis. The size of the basis used to compute the MVW is large

and is not varied. The bases we used are defined in Table III. Bases 1 and 2 have the same

number of intra-monomer basis functions. Basis 1 has more basis inter-monomer functions

(functions of Q) than basis 2. E+ levels are selected to do all the convergence tests. Levels

computed with different bases are given in Table VI.

The ceiling value (i) determines the number of quadrature points for which Fv′,v,β is

computed. To test convergence with respect to the ceiling value, we compare levels computed

with Vceil = 1000 cm−1 (Basis 1) and with Vceil= 30000 cm−1 (Basis 1f). Whereas Basis 1f

uses all the Q quadrature points, Basis 1 keeps 83 % of the Q points. Basis 1 levels up to

200 cm−1 are accurate to within 0.01 cm−1. We therefore know that it is safe to use the

smaller Q point set and smaller F matrix. To test the size of the 6D basis (ii), we compare

levels computed with Basis 1 and Basis 2, which have different numbers of Q functions. In

all the calculations kx = mx = jx. For levels up to 200 cm−1, convergence errors are less

than 0.3 cm−1. To test the influence of Nv (iii), we use Basis 1 and increase Nv from 10 to

48. The levels differ by less than 0.06 cm−1 up to 200 cm−1. Basis 1 with Nv = 10 gives

a good balance between accuracy and basis size. We use it to calculate J > 0 levels. We

use it to calculate all inter-molecular and intra-molecular levels presented in this paper. The

size of Basis 1, with Nv = 10, for J = 0, and even parity, is 13.9 million. Using the SAL

algorithm, one can simultaneously obtain energy levels for all 5 irreps up to 300 cm−1 with

1000 iterations. Each iteration takes 6.4 seconds on 8 cores. The potential matrix-vector

products are parallelized over vA, vB, α0, and K. Computing low-lying levels with the SAL

is therefore relatively quick.

The most time consuming part of the calculation is computing the F matrix. This cost

is mitigated by using MPI to parallelize by distributing millions of β values over thousands

of cores. An MPI process first reads the full set of MVW from disk. It then receives a set of
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6D ∆V (qA,qB,Q
β) vectors, one for each of its β values, and computes the corresponding

portion of the F matrix. Each MPI process is independent. The parallelization efficiency is

nearly 100 %. Using 1024 cores, it takes about 1.5 days to compute the F matrix for Basis

1 with Nv = 10. Storing the F matrix (after a factor of 4 reduction achieved utilizing the

(12), (34)∗ and (12)(34)∗ symmetry operations) requires only 617 MB memory.

Using ARPACK allows us to get higher levels and wavefunctions more quickly than would

be possible with the SAL, but at the cost of requiring more memory. We store 4500 Arnoldi

vectors in memory. The memory cost is mitigated by using the symmetry-adapted basis.

For example, with Basis 1 and Nv = 10, to get the lowest 3000 J = 0 A+
1 levels, the size of

an Arnoldi vector for a single G16 irrep is 1.75 million, about 8 times smaller than that of

parity-adapted vector. The memory cost is 67 GB and the calculation takes 4 days and 12

hours on 48 cores.

IX. 12D RESULTS

We present our calculated levels in two subsections. The inter-molecular levels are in

the first subsection and water bend intra-molecular levels are in the second subsection.

Calculating more intra-molecular levels is costly due to the high density of states.

A. Inter-molecular vibrational-rotational-tunneling (VRT) levels

The degeneracy pattern of the ro-vibrational levels of water dimer is well-known. [13, 85]

Owing to the fact that there are 8 equivalent wells, each inter-molecular state is split into

8 states. Two of the 8 states are doubly degenerate and each inter-molecular level therefore

splits into 6 levels. They occur as two triple forks, one is for states with even parity and the

other is for states with odd parity. In each triple fork, the middle prong is an E state and the

top and bottom prongs are A or B. The difference between the averages of the A/B pairs

of the two triple forks is known as the acceptor tunnelling splitting. The difference between

the A and B levels within a triple fork is known as an interchange tunnelling splitting. The

difference between the average of the B and A levels of a triple fork and the E level of the

same fork is called a bifurcation tunnelling splitting. This energy level pattern is discussed

in detail in Refs. 21, 26.
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There are several ways one can compare different theoretical results. The most direct

way is to compare levels. This gives an explicit and detailed estimate of convergence error

and the effect of approximations. The 12D calculation is costly and it therefore makes sense

to report the actual levels. One can also compare tunnelling splittings and other energy

level differences. They also make it possible to compare theory with experiment. Because

of the large number of levels, in almost of all previous theoretical papers, origins for each of

the triple forks, inferred from the computed levels, are reported. From the origins one can

calculate an acceptor tunnelling splitting. See Refs. 21 and 26. These origins and tunneling

splittings can also be compared with their experimental counterparts. Using the origins has

the advantage that it is concise and allows one to quickly assess the general quality of the

calculations. In this subsection, we first compare the actual levels we compute with those

obtained with the [6+6]D method. [26] We then compare origins and tunneling splittings

with those of the [6+6]D method and with experiment.

We first compare levels. A complete set of J = 0, 1 and 2 levels is presented in SM

Tables I, II and III. This will facilitate comparison with future calculations. The [6+6]D

levels were not published, but were kindly provided to us by Leforestier[86]. Our best ZPE,

relative to the bottom of the well, obtained with basis 1f, is 8159.758 cm−1 (Table VI). From

this ZPE and the ZPE of an isolated water monomer one finds D0 = 2EZPE,H2O − EZPE =

1109.744 cm−1, where we have used EZPE,H2O = 4634.751 cm−1, which has been computed

on the CCpol-8sf PES. This D0 is larger than D0 = 1108.265 cm−1 obtained with the [6+6]D

method[26] on the same PES, and both are in good agreement with the experimental D0 =

1105 ± 10 cm−1 recently measured by Rocher-Casterline et al.[10]. Overall, our 12D levels

are in good agreement with the [6+6]D levels. Our ZPE is lower by 1.48 cm−1 as indicated

by D0 given above. The differences of levels relative to the ZPE between the two calculations

are within 0.5 cm−1, for levels up to 200 cm−1, According to Table VI, our J = 0, E+ levels

up to 200 cm−1 are converged to within 0.01 cm−1. Convergence errors of other levels are

probably similar or smaller. Full sets of J = 0 and J = 1 E+ and E− levels are compared

with their [6+6]D counterparts in SM Table IV. We find that the lowest [6+6]D E+ level has

the largest relative error. It is about 40%: [6+6] is 0.262 cm−1 and we get 0.405 cm−1. This

error in the [6+6] E+ level will cause a significant error in the small bifurcation splitting

that measures the shift of the average of the A and B prongs from the E+ energy. Column 3
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of Table VI also shows that if we use only one MVW (Nv = 1), in the style of the calculation

of Ref. 22, the energies relative to the ZPE have errors up to 1.26 cm−1, but the ZPE has a

larger error of 11.60 cm−1.

Next, we compare triple fork origins and tunnelling splittings. They are reported in Table

VIII. The tunnelling splittings are defined following previous papers[21, 26]. The interchange

tunnelling splitting is defined as ii = |A±
i − B±

i |. See Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 of Ref. 21 for the

definition of the bifurcation tunnelling splitting (smallest) bi. The acceptor switch (AS)

tunnelling splitting (largest) is defined as by a = o2 − o1. For a given triple fork, the K = 0

origin oi(0) is defined as the average of the A±
i and B±

i K = 0 energies for the fork. To

determine origins for K ̸= 0, oi(K), i = 1, 2, we use [26]

Ei(J,K) = oi(K) +
1

2
(B + C)[J(J + 1)−K2] , (40)

where Ei(J,K), with i = 1 and 2, is the average energy of the A±
i (J,K) and B±

i (J,K) levels.

To get oi(1) from J = K = 1 levels, one therefore needs B +C for K = 1, where (B +C)/2

is an effective rotational constant. We could extract B + C, for K = 1 from our calculated

energies by taking half the difference between levels with J = 2 and J = 1. However, to do

this we must assign a vibrational state label to each J = 2 level and K quantum numbers

to each J = 2 level. Instead, we simply take B + C from the [6+6]D results. As our energy

levels are very close to the [6+6]D levels, the B + C values must be close. This allows us

to compute oi(1) using only J = 1 levels. Interchange tunnelling splittings i1(K) and i2(K)

are also given in Table VIII.

To get the origins and tunnelling splittings for each vibrational state, one also needs

to assign vibrational states to levels. We simply use the assignments of Ref. 26. As an

example, the raw levels and their assignments for J = 0 are given in Table VII. Note that

Leforestier et al[26] switched the assignments of OO and DT2 for o2, from those of Ref. 21,

based on the analysis of wavefunctions. Because OO and DT2 both have A′ symmetry their

wavefunctions may be strongly mixed and the assignment might not be meaningful. The

changed assignment will, however, affect the AS splitting values. Of course, if coupling is so

strong that that it is not possible to unambiguously associate o2 and o1 with vibrational states

then the tunnelling splittings also become meaningless. Note that Leforestier’s assignment

switch means that although the DT2 A+
1 and B+

1 levels are higher than their OO counterparts

the OO A−
2 and B−

2 levels are higher than their DT2 counterparts.
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Not surprisingly, there is good agreement between our 12D and [6+6]D fork origins and

tunnelling splittings (See Table VIII), consistent with the good agreement between the energy

levels of the two calculations. At higher energies, o1(K = 1) for OO of [6+6]D calculation

is reported to be 153.54 cm−1, but we obtain 148.76 cm−1 from the data of Ref. 86. This is

probably due to the assignment uncertainty between OO and DT2 band.

The experimental AS tunnelling splitting a(0) = 11.18 cm−1, quoted in Ref. 26, is actu-

ally not an experimental value, but computed on the SAPT-5st surface[19]. Since all the

experimental o2 values are given relative to the ground state value of o2, 11.18 cm−1 is added

to all experimental o2 values, following Ref. 26. For the AS tunnelling splitting, only the sum

a(0)+a(1) has been measured experimentally. It is an important measure of the accuracy of

the PES and bound state calculation methods. Table IX shows that our 12D number, 15.64

cm−1, is slightly closer to the experimental value 13.92 cm−1 than the [6+6]D value, 15.85

cm−1. Owing to the fact that our method includes no dynamical approximations, we can be

certain that the o - c difference of 1.7 cm−1 means that the PES can be further improved.

For the small bifurcation splittings, there are experimental values for bi(0)+bi(1) (i = 1, 2).

Take (b1(0)+ b1(1))/2 as an example. Table X shows that the [6+6]D value, 0.0862 cm−1, is

almost 4 times larger than the experimental value, 0.0227 cm−1. Our 12D value, 0.0311 cm−1,

is in much better agreement. This is simply because errors in the E levels of the [6+6]D

calculation are larger. They might be larger than those of the A and B levels because the

density of the E states is larger. Perhaps surprisingly, the 6D result on the CCpol-8s PES

gives the best agreement with experiment.

A semiclassical instanton method[24] has been used to compute tunnelling splittings of

(H2O)2. Like our calculation, all coordinates are treated explicitly. The results for the AS

splitting are poor. For the interchange and bifurcation splittings (the smallest) it seems

to work rather well. [24] Unfortunately, these tiny splittings may depend on the PES and

different PESs are use in our calculation and in Ref. 24.

B. Water bend VRT levels

There are two water bend vibrational states in (H2O)2 : the lower frequency acceptor

bend and higher frequency donor bend. Each of these is split into 6 levels by tunnelling,
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in the same way as the ground state, and because these two states both transform like the

Cs irreducible representation A′, the energy order of the irreducible representations is the

same as in the ground state. The water bend VRT levels shown in Table XI are computed

with Basis 1 and Nv = 10. By comparing with a calculation done with Basis 2 and Nv =

10 we infer that convergence errors are about 0.1 cm−1. It is one thing to compute levels in

the water bend energy range. It is another to identify the water bend states. Due to the

high density of states we need to use the wavefunctions (computed with ARPACK) to do

this. For each wavefunction, Pva,vb =
∑

L c
2
va,vb;L

is computed, where cva,vb;L is a component

of an eigevector in the |va, vb⟩|L⟩ basis of Eq. (6). Because the |va⟩ and |vb⟩ we use are free

H2O vibrational wavefunctions, P10 = P01 are equal. For each symmetry, in most cases,

we see two states with a large value of P10 (or P01) and we simply assign the lower state

as the acceptor bend and the higher state as the donor bend. Due to coupling, several of

the acceptor bend states may also have significant P10 or P01 values. The energies of these

additional states are very close (see Table XI) to the two with the largest P10 or P01 values.

This coupling will further complicate the analysis of the spectrum.

Using the [6+6]D method, Leforestier et al.[26] calculated J = 0 and J = 1 water bend

levels and published R(0) and P (1) lines. These lines can be directly compared with future

rotationally resolved IR spectra. As a first step, we compute only J = 0 water bend levels

and compare them with [6+6]D levels[26, 86] in Table XI. To compute water bend levels

with the [6+6]D approach, one must choose how to define the acceptor and donor adiabatic

potentials. The [6+6]D levels we compare with are those obtained by assuming that the

excitation energy migrates as the molecule moves from one equivalent minimum to another

(G16 model). There are large differences between the two sets of levels: our levels are about

4 and 11 cm−1 higher than [6+6]D levels for the acceptor and donor bends, respectively, even

though there is good agreement for the ground state. The large difference between our water

bend VRT levels and their [6+6]D counterparts implies that the [6+6]D approximations are

failing. It is certainly conceivable that the adiabatic approximation works less well for the

excited states than for the ground state. Coupling between the adiabatic surfaces for the

two (acceptor and donor) bends may be important and the non-adiabatic coupling is not

included in [6+6]D calculations.

In Table XII, we compare the AS tunnelling splitting a(0) and the interchange tunnelling
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splittings i1 and i2 for the water bend states. These splittings for [6+6]D calculations are

not discussed in Ref. 26, but we have computed them from the raw data sent to us. [86].

Our i1(K = 0) and i2(K = 0) for the acceptor bend are negative and those of the [6+6]D

results are positive. This must be due to coupling with states of the same symmetry. Note,

however, that in Ref. 26 it is clearly stated that [6+6]D is not good enough for the interchange

tunnelling splittings. The AS tunnelling splitting a(0) for the two calculations agree better,

to within 0.2 cm−1. Our a(0) for the acceptor and the donor are larger than that of the

ground state.

There is only one gas phase experimental paper on the water bend states. [6] It, however,

is not rotationally resolved. In Ref. 6, the peak at 1600.6 cm−1 is assigned to an acceptor

bend transition with ∆K = 0 and three peaks at 1613.8, 1614.7 and 1628.6 cm−1 to donor

bend transitions with ∆K = 1. Assuming the ∆K = 0 assignment is correct and the

peak at 1600.6 cm−1 corresponds to an R(0), A+
1 → A−

1 transition, one can estimate the

experimental J = 0, A1 level of the acceptor bend to be at 1600.6−δ with δ = (B′+C ′)+i′1 ≈

1.2 cm−1 computed using the ground state values (see Fig. 1 of SM for an illustration of

this equation). Using this single crude experimental number one might, with considerable

uncertainty, conclude that the [6+6]D A+
1 bend acceptor level is closer to the experiment

than our 12D level. Of course, for a meaningful comparison between theory and experiment

we must wait for a rotationally resolved experiment.

X. CONCLUSION

Using several computational methods, it is now possible to compute many numerically

exact (ro-)vibrational energy levels and wavefunctions of molecules with 6 or more atoms.

[26, 66, 68, 87–101] For molecules with three atoms such calculations are straightforward

because it is possible to use a direct product basis composed of products of univariate

functions. This simply strategy does not work for larger molecules because the size of the

basis scales as n3N−6 × (2J + 1), where N is the number of atoms in the molecule, n is the

number of univariate functions per vibrational coordinate, and J is the angular momentum

quantum number. It is therefore necessary to use a better basis. Once one has chosen a basis

it is necessary to evaluate Hamiltonian matrix-vector products (or in some cases calculate
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Hamiltonian matrix elements). This is much easier when the PES is a sum of products

(SOP)[102] or in multimode (MM)[103] form. The problem of computing a spectrum is

much more difficult if the PES is not in SOP or MM form. In that case, one must use

quadrature or collocation and deal with a large set of points. One is then confronted with

the problem of needing to store values of the potential at the points.

In this paper, we compute ro-vibrational levels of water dimer without storing the poten-

tial on a 12D grid. There are two key ideas. First, we use monomer vibrational wavefunctions

as basis functions. [55] With only 10 6D MVWs we are able to compute converged levels in

the H2O bend region of the spectrum of water dimer. If instead we used a basis of products

of univariate functions of the 6 vibrational coordinates of the monomers we would need not

10, but about 106 basis functions! This reduction in basis size is important because the final

basis is a (direct) product of the basis for the monomer vibrations, a basis for rotation of

the dimer, and a basis for the 6 inter-monomer coordinates. The MVWs incorporate all

of the coupling between the monomer vibrational coordinates. The final basis has product

structure that is compatible with the structure of the KEO and therefore facilitates the cal-

culation of KEO matrix elements. Second, to evaluate potential matrix-vector products we

store an intermediate matrix, the F matrix. [53, 54] It has monomer vibrational labels and

a label for a point on a grid for 6 the inter-monomer coordinates. Computing the F matrix

is the most expensive part of the calculation, but its calculation is embarrassingly parallel.

Using these ideas we have calculated inter-molecular levels and many tunnelling splittings.

They agree well with those reported previously by Leforestier and co-workers who used a

[6+6]D method built on an adiabatic approximation, but to which other approximations are

also added.[26] We also calculated frequency shifts for the acceptor and donor water bends.

They agree poorly with those from the [6+6]D calculation. We have clearly demonstrated

that using the ideas we introduce, it is not necessary to make dynamical approximations

to compute ro-vibrational levels of water dimer. Nonetheless, it would be very costly to

compute (and analyse) levels in the region of the OH stretches of H2O. We used ARPACK

to get as high as the the region of the water bend. The problem is the density of states.

Methods designed to focus on a particular region of the spectrum that compute eigenvalues of

a function F (H) designed so that the spacing between the desired levels of F (H) is increased

might be useful. [104, 105]
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XI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In Supplementary Material (SM) we give J = 0, 1, 2 energy levels from the 12D (H2O)2

calculation (Table I, II, III). We also provide a detailed comparison of E+ and E− levels

of (H2O)2 that we have computed with those from the [6+6]D calculation (Table IV). In

addition, the SM contains results of the 6D calculation: J = 0, 1, 2 levels (Table V, VI, VII)

and a comparison of 6D fork origins and tunnelling splittings with those previous calculations

(Table VIII). Finally, there is a diagram for understanding transitions to acceptor bend levels.

(Fig. 1)
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APPENDIX A: SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF ROVIBRATIONAL BASIS

FUNCTIONS FOR RIGID MONOMER

In this appendix, we start by presenting the effect of the G16 symmetry operations on the

uncoupled rigid monomer basis functions. The necessary symmetry operations are E∗, Pab,

(12) and (34). The uncoupled basis functions are

⟨Q, α, β|α0; jA, kA,mA; jB, kB,mB; JK⟩ . (A1)

The symmetry properties of the coupled basis functions have been discussed previously by

Leforestier, van der Avoird and others.[18–20] See e.g. Table II of Ref. 18 and Table II of

Ref. 19. We derive the symmetry properties of the uncoupled parity-adapted basis functions

from those of the non parity-adapted functions, which are obtained by knowing the effect

of the symmetry operations on the coordinates. We need to first resolve the ambiguity in

the effect of the inversion operator E∗. There are different ways to choose how E∗ effects

to the coordinates we use. The most convenient choice for (H2O)2 is case II. See Appendix

B of Ref. 55, where results were given in Table V, for a detailed discussion. Having made

this choice we can determine how Pab, (12) and (34) affect the coordinates. We find the

same results as those those given in Table 10 of Ref. 19, meaning these authors also use case

II. From these relations, we find the effect of the symmetry operations on the non-parity-

adapted uncoupled basis which are listed here for the first time (omitting α0 which is not

affected by any symmetry operations discussed here),

E∗|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ = (−1)J+kA+kB |jAk̄Am̄A; jBk̄Bm̄B; JK̄M⟩ (A2)

Pab|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ = (−1)J+jA+jB |jBk̄Bm̄B; jAk̄Am̄A; JK̄M⟩ (A3)

(12)|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ = (−1)kA|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ (A4)

(34)|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ = (−1)kB |jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩ (A5)

where k̄A ≡ −kA, m̄A ≡ −mA, and K̄ ≡ −K etc. Combining Eqs. A2 to A5 and the G16

group projection operators (Table I), one can derive G16 symmetry-adapted uncoupled basis

functions. They are different from their coupled basis counterparts[18, 19].

We prefer to work with parity-adapted uncoupled basis which has the advantage of being

two times smaller. Using Eq. (A2), the parity adapted basis functions are built as linear
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combinations of two or one uncoupled basis functions,

uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = NmAkAkBK

1√
2[

|jAkAmA; jBkBmB; JKM⟩+ (−1)J+kA+kB+P |jAk̄Am̄A; jBk̄Bm̄B; JK̄M⟩
]
, (A6)

with

NmAkAkBK = (1 + δmA,0δkA,0δkB ,0δK,0)
−1/2 ,

where P = 0 and 1 correspond to even and odd parity, respectively. After setting M = 0

and removing the normalization factor 1/
√
2π for α, the parity-adapted basis functions are

real for (−1)J+P = 1 and imaginary for (−1)J+P = −1. They can be re-written,

uJ0P
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = d̄jAmAkA

(βA)d̄
jB
mBkB

(βB)d̄
J
0K(β)

× NmAkAkBK(
1√
2π

)4
√
2 cos(mAαA +mBαB + kAγA + kBγB) , for (−1)J+P = 1 (A7)

uJ0P
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = d̄jAmAkA

(βA)d̄
jB
mBkB

(βB)d̄
J
0K(β)

× (
1√
2π

)4
√
2(i) sin(mAαA +mBαB + kAγA + kBγB) , for (−1)J+P = −1 , (A8)

where

d̄jAmAkA
=

√
2jA + 1

2
djAmAkA

(A9)

is a normalized Wigner d-function. [59] This explicit functional form for the parity-adapted

functions is useful for plotting wavefunctions.

It is common to use rigid-monomer basis functions labelled by jAB obtained by using

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to add the angular momenta of monomers A and B, [26, 106, 107]

but we prefer the uncoupled basis because in it potential matrix elements do not require

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The price we pay is that we have more non-zero matrix elements

of the KEO.

For a single parity, the number of parity-adapted functions is roughly half the number of

non-parity-adapted basis functions. The parity-adapted and non-parity-adapted bases span
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the same space if the quantum numbers are restricted by

K ≥ 0,

mA ≥ 0 (if K = 0),

kA ≥ 0 (if mA = K = 0),

kB ≥ 0 (if kA = mA = K = 0), (A10)

where |mX | ≤ mx, |kX | ≤ kx, and |K| ≤ J with X = A,B. Note that mB is not explicitly

constrained because it depends on K and mA via K ≡ mA+mB. These restrictions compli-

cate the action of the symmetry operation on the parity-adapted functions because applying

an operation may move a quantum number out of its allowed range.

To work with parity-adapted functions, we must know the effect of the four basic sym-

metry operations on the parity-adapted functions. Three of them are straightforward, the

last one, Pab, is a bit complicated because of the restrictions on the quantum numbers. The

results are,

E∗uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)PuJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (A11)

(12)uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)kAuJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (A12)

(34)uJMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)kBuJMP

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K (A13)

and

Pabu
JMP
jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K = (−1)jA+kA+jB+kB+PuJMP

jB k̄BmB ;jAk̄AmA;K

( if K > 0 or mA = K = 0 and kB < 0)

= (−1)J+jA+jBuJMP
jBkBm̄B ;jAkAm̄A;0

( otherwise ) (A14)

APPENDIX B: POTENTIAL INTEGRAL IN THE 6D PARITY-ADAPTED BA-

SIS

If the two monomers are rigid, the potential depends on two polar angles (βA, βB), three

dihedral angles (αA − αB, γA, γB) and r0. The integration over the Euler angle β (not to

be confused with the β that labels a Qβ point) gives a unit factor since the potential does
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not depend on β. Moreover, the potential integral is diagonal in J , P , and K. A potential

matrix element in the parity-adapted basis is (omitting the r0 coordinate)

⟨uJ0P
j′Ak′Am′

A;j′Bk′Bm′
B ;K |V |uJ0P

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K⟩

=

∫ π

0

dβA sin βAd̄
j′A
m′

Ak′A
(βA)d̄

jA
mAkA

(βA)

∫ π

0

dβB sin βBd̄
j′B
m′

Bk′B
(βB)d̄

jB
mBkB

(βB)

× Im′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB(βA, βB) , (B1)

where I is the integral over the dihedral angles. The integral over the two polar angles

(βA, βB) is evaluated by Gauss Legendre quadrature,

⟨uJ0P
j′Ak′Am′

A;j′Bk′Bm′
B ;K |V |uJ0P

jAkAmA;jBkBmB ;K⟩

=
∑
p1,p2

T
m′

Ak′A
j′A,p1

T
m′

Bk′B
j′B ,p2

Ip1,p2m′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB
TmAkA
jA,p1

TmBkB
jB ,p2

, (B2)

where

Ip1,p2m′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB
= Im′

Am′
Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB(β

p1
A , βp2

B ) (B3)

and

TmAkA
jA,p1

=
√
wp1 d̄

jA
mAkA

(βp1
A )

TmBkB
jB ,p2

=
√
wp2 d̄

jB
mBkB

(βp2
B ) , (B4)

with βp1
A and βp2

B being Gauss Legendre quadrature points, and wp1 and wp2 being the quadra-

ture weights. We now focus on the dihedral part of the potential integral, I, in Eq. (B1).

Evaluating it by quadrature is not as simple because the factor in the parity-adapted func-

tions (Eqs. A7 and A8) that depends on αA, αB, γA, and γB is i) not a simple product and

ii) depends on (−1)J+P and K. Since the potential depends only on the difference between

αA and αB, the integral over 4 dihedral angles can be reduced to an integral over 3 by the

following variable substitution,

γ = αB

α̃ = αA − αB . (B5)

In terms of the new coordinates after substituting mB = K −mA,

mAαA +mBαB = Kγ +mAα̃ . (B6)
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Having made this substitution, the integral over the dihedral angles no longer depends on

mB, but does depend on K, in which the potential is diagonal. This is similar to the

transformation between coordinates used with a 2-angle embedded frame and coordinates

used with a standard 3-angle embedded frame for methane; see Eqs. (106) and (107) in

Appendix B of the EPAPS of Ref. 71. It can be proved that for any function f(αA, αB)

which is unchanged by shifting αA or αB by 2π∫ 2π

0

dαA

∫ 2π

0

dαBf(αA, αB) =

∫ 2π

0

dγ

∫ 2π

0

dα̃f(αA(γ, α̃), αB(γ, α̃)) . (B7)

Using this property, we find that the dihedral integrals fall into three cases:

case (a), K = 0 and (−1)J+P = 1,

Ip1,p2m′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB
= 2

(
1

2π

)3

N ′
m′

Ak′Ak′B0NmAkAkB0

∫ 2π

0

dα̃

∫ 2π

0

dγA

∫ 2π

0

dγB

× cos(m′
Aα̃ + k′

AγA + k′
BγB)V (βp1

A , βp2
B , α̃, γA, γB) cos(mAα̃ + kAγA + kBγB) (B8)

case (b), K = 0 and (−1)J+P = −1,

Ip1,p2m′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB
= 2

(
1

2π

)3 ∫ 2π

0

dα̃

∫ 2π

0

dγA

∫ 2π

0

dγB

× sin(m′
Aα̃ + k′

AγA + k′
BγB)V (βp1

A , βp2
B , α̃, γA, γB) sin(mAα̃ + kAγA + kBγB) (B9)

case (c), K > 0 and (−1)J+P = 1 or −1,

Ip1,p2m′
Am′

Bk′Ak′B ,mAmBkAkB
=

(
1

2π

)3 ∫ 2π

0

dα̃

∫ 2π

0

dγA

∫ 2π

0

dγB

× cos [(m′
A −mA)α̃ + (k′

A − kA)γA + (k′
B − kB)γB]V (βp1

A , βp2
B , α̃, γA, γB) (B10)

Eqs. B8, B9, and B10 are similar to Eqs. (41), (42), and (43) of Ref. 71 for methane except

that water dimer has three dihedral angles whereas methane has two.

In a later paper[72], we demonstrate , for methane, that matrix-vector products for the

dihedral angle part are more efficiently evaluated using an FFT than by explicitly summing

over basis and quadrature grid labels. Here we present equations, similar to those of Ref. 72,

that show how to use FFTs for cases (b), (a) and (c). Consider first case (b). Eq. (B9) is

similar to Eq. 13 of Ref. 72. As in Eq. 20 of Ref. 72, the potential matrix-vector product

is computed by doing a real-to-complex FFT and a complex-to-real inverse FFT (dropping
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(p1, p2) on all the vectors for brevity)

ũq1,q2,q3/i =
mx∑

mA=−mx

kx∑
kA=−kx

kx∑
kB=−kx

exp

[
−i2π(

mAq1
nq1

+
kAq2
nq2

+
kBq3
nq3

)

]
umAkAkB .

u′
m′

Ak′Ak′B
=

1

nq1nq2nq3

nq1−1∑
q1=0

nq2−1∑
q2=0

nq3−1∑
q3=0

exp

[
i2π(

m′
Aq1
nq1

+
k′
Aq2
nq2

+
k′
Bq3
nq3

)

]
Vq1,q2,q3ũq1,q2,q3/i .

(B11)

Here (q1, q2, q3) label Fourier points for (α̃, γA, γB). (nq1 , nq2 , nq3) are the numbers of Fourier

points for (α̃, γA, γB). Vq1,q2,q3 is the potential V (βp1
A , βp2

B , α̃, γA, γB) evaluated at the 3D

Fourier points. Note that to use Eq. (B11), one must extend the range of the indices by

removing the constraint of Eq. (A10) on mA, kA, kB The vector umAkAkB in Eq. (B11) is

obtained from umAkAkB using the equation,

u−mA,−kA,−kB = −umAkAkB , (B12)

where mAkAkB means the indices are constrained according to Eq. (A10). Because of the

symmetry of Eq. (B12), the vector ũ′
q1,q2,q3

/i computed with the real-to-complex FFT is pure

imaginary. In the complex-to-real FFT library, the range of first index q1 is halved, which

means one needs to store only potential values on half of the grid, related to the fact that

due to parity symmetry only half the potential values are required.

Case (a) is similar to case (b). As in Eq. 22 of Ref. 72, the potential matrix-vector

product is computed by doing a real-to-complex FFT and a complex-to-real inverse FFT,

ũq1,q2,q3 =
mx∑

mA=−mx

kx∑
kA=−kx

kx∑
kB=−kx

exp

[
−i2π(

mAq1
nq1

+
kAq2
nq2

+
kBq3
nq3

)

]
umAkAkBN

−1
mAkAkB0 .

u′
m′

Ak′Ak′B
= Nm′

Ak′Ak′B0

1

nq1nq2nq3

nq1−1∑
q1=0

nq2−1∑
q2=0

nq3−1∑
q3=0

exp

[
i2π(

m′
Aq1
nq1

+
k′
Aq2
nq2

+
k′
Bq3
nq3

)

]
Vq1,q2,q3ũq1,q2,q3 ,

(B13)

where in input vector is obtained by extending the range of the constrained vector umAkAkB

using the equation,

u−mA,−kA,−kB = umAkAkB . (B14)

For case (c), we use the fact that Eq. (B10) is similar to Eq. 23 of Ref. 72. As in Eq. 24

of Ref. 72, the potential matrix-vector product is computed by doing a complex-to-complex
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FFT and a complex-to-complex inverse FFT

ũq1,q2,q3 =
mx∑

mA=−mx

kx∑
kA=−kx

kx∑
kB=−kx

exp

[
−i2π(

mAq1
nq1

+
kAq2
nq2

+
kBq3
nq3

)

]
umAkAkB

u′
m′

Ak′Ak′B
=

1

nq1nq2nq3

nq1−1∑
q1=0

nq2−1∑
q2=0

nq3−1∑
q3=0

exp

[
i2π(

m′
Aq1
nq1

+
k′
Aq2
nq2

+
k′
Bq3
nq3

)

]
Vq1,q2,q3ũq1,q2,q3

(B15)

Note that there is no constraint on (mA, kA, kB) for K > 0 and so there is no need to extend

the vector before applying the FFT. ũ′
q1,q2,q3

is complex and the first index of its range is

halved.
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TABLE I: Definition of G16 projection operators for (H2O)2. Our projection operator defintions

are the same as those given in Table 9 of Ref. 20 except for PEb .

Symmmetry Γ Projection operator PΓ

A+
1 (1/16)[E + E∗][E + Pab][E + (34)][E + (12)]

B+
1 (1/16)[E + E∗][E − Pab][E + (34)][E + (12)]

A+
2 (1/16)[E + E∗][E − Pab][E − (34)][E − (12)]

B+
2 (1/16)[E + E∗][E + Pab][E − (34)][E − (12)]

E+
a (1/8)[E + E∗][E − (34)][E + (12)]

E+
b (1/8)[E + E∗][E + (34)][E − (12)]

A−
1 (1/16)[E − E∗][E + Pab][E + (34)][E + (12)]

B−
1 (1/16)[E − E∗][E − Pab][E + (34)][E + (12)]

A−
2 (1/16)[E − E∗][E − Pab][E − (34)][E − (12)]

B−
2 (1/16)[E − E∗][E + Pab][E − (34)][E − (12)]

E−
a (1/8)[E − E∗][E − (34)][E + (12)]

E−
b (1/8)[E − E∗][E + (34)][E − (12)]
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TABLE II: G8 symmetry-adapted basis functions for (H2O)2 obtained by applying G4 projeciton

operators to the parity-adapted basis functions defined in Eq. (6). The ± label on the G8 symmetry

in the first column is consistent with P in the third column. The superscripts A and B denote

symmetric and anti-symmetric MVWs of H2O under H-H permutation. The superscripts even and

odd indicate the eveness and oddness of the quantum numbers kA and kB.

G8 symmetry G4 Projection operator PA and G8 functions

A±
1 +B±

1 PA1+B1 = (1/4)[E + (34)][E + (12)]



|vAAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K

|vBAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vAAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vBAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K



A±
2 +B±

2 PA2+B2 = (1/4)[E − (34)][E − (12)]



|vBAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K

|vAAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vBAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vAAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K



E±
a PEa = (1/4)[E − (34)][E + (12)]



|vAAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K

|vBAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vAAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vBAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K



E±
b PEb = (1/4)[E + (34)][E − (12)]



|vBAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K

|vAAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vBAvBB ⟩|uJ0PjAkevenA mA;jBkoddB mB ;K

|vAAvAB⟩|uJ0PjAkoddA mA;jBkevenB mB ;K
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TABLE III: Basis set paramters. Nr0 is the number of tri-diagonal Morse DVR basis functions

for stretch coordinate r0. jmax is the maximum value of (jX , kX , mX) with X = A and B. Nθ

and Nϕ are the numbers of Gauss-Legendre quadrature points for (βA, βB) and Fourier points for

(α̃, γA, γB). Nbas is the number of even-parity basis functions. NQ is the number of Q quadrature

points retained under the ceiling value of Vceil (in cm−1). Nq is the number of q DVR points for

one monomer retained under the threshhold value of Vcut,A = 29999 cm−1. 1 M = 1 million.

Basis NR1X
×NR2X

×NθX Nq Nr0 jmax Nθ Nϕ Nbas NQ(ratio) Vceil

Basis 1 7× 7× 24 803 7 12 13 26 1.387 M × Nv 2.706 M (83%) 1000

Basis 1f 7× 7× 24 803 7 12 13 26 1.387 M × Nv 3.245 M (100%) 29999

Basis 2 7× 7× 24 803 6 10 11 22 0.516 M × Nv 0.589 M (47%) 0
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TABLE IV: The effect of symmetry operations on the dihedral angles of water dimer.

Operator angles

E γB γA αA − αB

E∗ −γB −γA −(αA−αB)

(12) γB γA + π αA − αB

(34) γB + π γA αA − αB

(34)∗ π − γB −γA −(αA−αB)

(12)(34)∗ π − γB π − γA −(αA−αB)
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TABLE V: Optimization of r0 basis functions: TDM-DVR basis is more efficient than PODVR

basis. Shown are the 6D E+ vibrational levels of (H2O)2 (in cm−1) computed on CCpol-8s[21] PES

relative to the ZPE. The first level is ZPE with A+
1 symmetry. The others are E+ levels.

Error Error Benchmark

PODVR TDM-DVR sine-DVR

Nr0 9 7 120

ZPE 0.001 0.000 -1094.199

v = 1 0.000 0.000 0.433

v = 2 0.000 0.000 61.993

v = 3 -0.001 -0.003 109.272

v = 4 -0.003 -0.003 117.717

v = 5 -0.002 -0.004 130.040

v = 6 0.003 -0.003 147.990

v = 7 -0.020 -0.020 172.301

v = 8 -0.002 -0.005 191.402

v = 9 -0.002 -0.004 207.152
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TABLE VI: Convergence tests for (H2O)2 levels. The first 9 E+ vibrational levels are used to

do the convergence tests. Levels are given relative to the zero point energy (ZPE). The levels in

columns 2, 3, 4, 5 are also relative to those of column 6 (Basis 1f), except for the ZPE.

Basis 2 Basis 1 Basis 1 Basis 1 Basis 1f [6+6]D

Nv 10 1 10 48 48

ZPE 8161.928 8171.354 8160.452 8159.758 8159.758

D0 2.17 11.60 0.69 0.095 -1109.744 -1108.265

v=1, 0.09 -0.01 0.00 0.000 0.405 0.262

v=2, -0.09 0.10 0.02 0.000 62.213 61.842

v=3, -0.05 0.13 0.02 -0.002 109.307 109.055

v=4, -0.11 0.17 0.04 -0.002 117.409 117.433

v=5 -0.26 0.97 0.03 -0.001 130.019 129.599

v=6 0.00 -0.18 0.05 0.000 143.411 143.295

v=7 -0.32 1.26 0.04 -0.004 172.240 171.946

v=8 -0.18 0.55 0.06 -0.001 189.368 189.318

v=9 -0.10 0.27 0.09 -0.003 205.332
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TABLE VII: J = 0 A/B levels (in cm−1) of (H2O)2 up to 200 cm−1 relative to the ZPE of 8160.4524

cm−1. They are used to compute the fork origins and tunnelling splittings of Table VIII. Levels are

obtained with Basis 1 and Nv = 10. Vibrational state labels are defined in the footnote of Table

VIII.

J = 0, even

A+
1 B+

1 A+
2 B+

2

0.0000 GS 0.6853 GS 63.4578 DT 61.0737 DT

108.1573 AW 111.1986 AW 122.1206 AT 113.7839 AT

124.3842 DT2 133.3257 DT2 189.7684 172.7860

141.9321 OO 145.0457 OO

171.8859 188.6807

J = 0, odd

A−
1 B−

1 A−
2 B−

2

116.5174 DT 110.8470 DT 12.6306 GS 13.2117 GS

131.9187 AT 133.2102 AT 108.4819 AW 108.4199 AW

176.7898 176.0419 149.2687 OO 150.3987 OO

176.2613 DT2 194.4353 DT2
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TABLE VIII: Fork origins (deduced from VRT levels ) and tunnelling splittings of (H2O)2 in cm−1.

OO is the inter-molecular stretch state. The labels (1) and (2) correspond to the energies (cm−1)

of the origins o1 and o2. The numbers in parentheses are the interchange tunnelling splittings of

the corresponding triplet (i1 and i2).

12D [6+6]D Expt 12D [6+6]D Expt

OO (2) 149.49(1.13) 149.63(1.23) 153.62(1.88) (1) 152.08(1.32) 152.07(1.48)

(1) 143.15(3.11) 143.20(3.27) (2) 149.00(2.25) 153.54(2.54)a

DT2 (2) 185.01(18.2) 184.57(18.3) (2) 174.28(16.7) 173.73(19.0)b

(1) 128.51(8.94) 128.22(9.19) (1) 162.14(9.29) 161.61(9.10)b

AT (1) 132.22(1.29) 132.10(1.48) (1) 142.09(3.82) 142.42(4.04)

(2) 117.61(8.34) 117.50(8.67) 120.19(9.39) (2) 136.33(4.50) 136.52(4.66)

AW (2) 108.11(0.06) 107.82(0.10) 108.89(0.02) (2) 123.27(3.00) 123.12(3.16) 123.56(3.41)

(1) 109.34(3.04) 109.23(3.29) 107.93(2.95) (1) 108.49(4.58) 108.28(4.76) 109.98(5.24)

DT (1) 113.34(5.67) 113.35(5.91) (2) 92.75(3.17) 92.18(3.34)

(2) 61.92(2.38) 61.33(2.48) 64.52(2.54) (1) 86.49(1.28) 86.37(1.32) 87.75(1.11)

GS (2) 12.58(0.58) 12.75(0.61) 11.18(0.65)c (1) 15.35(0.63) 15.45(0.67) 14.39(0.70)

(1) 0.00(0.69) 0.00(0.72) 0.00(0.75) (2) 12.29(0.49) 12.36(0.51) 11.66(0.54)

K = 0 K = 1

The abbreviations and the point group Cs symmetries are Ground State (GS, A′), Donor Torsion (DT, A′′), Acceptor Wag

(AW, A′), Acceptor Twist (AT, A′′), inter-molecular stretch (OO, A′), Donor Torsion overtone (DT2, A′).

a 153.54 may be a typo. We obtain 148.76 cm−1 computed from data of Ref. 86.

b Absent from Ref. 26 and computed by us from data of Ref. 86.

c The AS tunnelling splitting a(0) = 11.18 cm−1 is actually not an experimental value, but computed on the SAPT-5st

surface.
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TABLE IX: The AS tunnelling splittings a(0) and a(1) for the ground state.

Expta This work [6+6]Db CCpol-8s(6D)a

a(K = 0) N/A 12.58 12.75 12.39

a(K = 1) N/A 3.06 3.10 2.93

a(K = 0) + a(K = 1) 13.92 15.64 15.85 15.32

a Ref. 7. b Ref. 26. c Ref. 21.
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TABLE X: Bifurcation splittings b1(K) and b2(K) (in cm−1) .

Expt.a This work [6+6]D b CCpol-8s(6D)c

b1(0) N/A 0.0330 -0.0490 0.0218

b1(1) N/A -0.0293 -0.1235 -0.0198

(|b1(0)|+ |b1(1)|)/2 0.0227 0.0311 0.0862 0.0208

b2(0) N/A 0.0327 0.1198 0.0216

b2(1) N/A -0.0357 0.0521 -0.0255

(|b2(0)|+ |b2(1)|)/2 0.0249 0.0342 0.0859 0.0236

a Ref. 7. b Computed by us from data of Ref. 86. c Ref. 21.
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TABLE XI: H2O bending vibrational levels (in cm−1) of (H2O)2. The numbers in parentheses in

column 3 are the contribution of |vavb⟩ = |10⟩ and |01⟩ in the basis of Eq. (6): P10 +P01. E2 is the

[6+6]D calculation of Ref. 26. ∆ = E1 − E2 .

E1(This work) E2 [6+6]D ∆

bend[Acceptor] A+
1 1605.09(0.54) 1600.65 4.44

B+
1 1604.55(0.36)a 1601.51 3.04

A−
2 1618.47(0.50)b 1613.92 4.55

B−
2 1618.02(0.58) 1614.61 3.41

bend[Donor] A+
1 1617.74(0.66) 1606.81 10.93

B+
1 1618.18(0.84) 1607.65 10.53

A−
2 1631.79(0.78) 1620.80 10.99

B−
2 1632.13(0.86) 1621.51 10.62

a Two other candidates: 1604.48(0.28) and 1604.65(0.26).

b Another candidate: 1618.26(0.38).
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TABLE XII: The AS tunnelling splitting and interchange tunnelling splitting(in cm−1) for the

ground state (GS) and two water bend states.

This work [6+6]Da

a(K = 0) GS 12.50 12.75

a(K = 0) bend[Acceptor] 13.42 13.19

a(K = 0) bend[Donor] 14.00 13.93

i1(K = 0) GS 0.69 0.72

i2(K = 0) GS 0.58 0.61

i1(K = 0) bend[Acceptor] -0.54 0.86

i2(K = 0) bend[Acceptor] -0.45 0.69

i1(K = 0) bend[Donor] 0.44 0.84

i2(K = 0) bend[Donor] 0.34 0.71

a Computed by us from data of Ref. 86.
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FIG. 1: The coordinates for (H2O)2. The DF frame is indicatd by dashed x-z axes. The two

MF frames are indicatd by blue x-z axes. The MF frame is the bisector frame; the z-axis points

away from the H atoms. and the x-axis is the on the H2O plane with H1 (or H4) having a

positive x coordinate. With the acceptor at the left labelled as A and donor as B, the coordinates

at equilibrium are (αA, βA, γA;αB, βB, γB) = (0.0◦, 54.36◦, 90.0◦; 180◦, 60.05◦, 0◦). r0e = 5.5088a0

, (R1A, R2A, θA) = (1.7739a0, 1.7739a0, 107.93
◦), (R1B, R2B, θB) = (1.7792a0, 1.7712a0, 107.96

◦).

The minimum energy is De = −1754.52 cm−1. If the donor is at the left (see e.g. Fig. 1 of Ref. 19),

the angles are (αA, βA, γA;αB, βB, γB) = (0.0◦, 119.95◦, 0.0◦; 180◦, 125.64◦, 90.0◦). The point with

the acceptor at the left and the point with acceptor at the right are linked by the symmetry

operation P ∗
ab: P

∗
ab(αA, βA, γA;αB, βB, γB) = (π + αB, π − βB, π − γB;π + αA, π − βA, π − γA).
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